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I. Process of the Legislatiow of the 195~ At?aevrdfttevtt Act 

The Business Corporation Law was revised in July, 1948 in order to 
institute the paid-up capital system as a preliminary to the adoption of the 

authorized capital system after the pattern of Anglo-American legislation, 

and this revision greatly facilitated the adoption of the authorized capital 

Under the system which authorizes the payment of capital by instal-
ments, a business corporation can corne into being, following payment of 
a part of its registered capital, and is permitted to collect unpaid shares 

to meet an increasing demand for funds as time goes by, hence a corpora-
tion has liitl~ di~iculty in sechring the necessary funds under such a system. 

However, under the 1948 Amendment Act, which requires a business 
corporation to have its capital fully paid in at the time of incorporation, 

it has to increase its stated capital and make a call for payment of shares 

by stockholders whenever it needs more funds. Under the current system, 

however, the corporation is required to ･obtain special approval for a capital 
increase from a *"eneral meeting of the stockholders, such procedure inevita-

bly resulting in a waste of time, Iabor and expenses, and preventing the 

company from getting needed funds on time. 
Accordingly, the need arose to sanction the authorized capital system 

which allows the board of directors to issue new shares as a means of 
securing needed funds within the limit of its authorized capital, whenever 

necessary, under most favorable conditions. 
In the face of such a need, the Attorney General's Of~ice took up the 

study of ways and means to revise the Business Corporatiori Law centering 
on the adoption of authorized capital, and decided to adopt the non-par 
stock system, provided for only under American law, with a view toward 
paving the way for the easier acquisition of funds by corporations for their 

own use. 
A revised law bill including the non-par stock system on November 16, 

1948, was drafted as an "Outline of the Bill Making a Partial Revision of 

the Commerci~l Code " (the second plan). ' 
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Inasmuch as the plan serves to strengthen the position of the directors 

through the introduction of authorized capital and non-par stocks, there 
arose a demand for amending this bill so as to~ strengthen the p0~ition of 

the stockholders, pursuant to American law, so that a balance of power may 
be maintained between the two. In the light of this demand, the Amend-
ment Preparation Committee, existent in the Attorney General's Office since 

1948, further studied the ;natter, and in August, 1949, the Legislation 

Deliberative Council was , formally established as part of the government 
structure. Its Commercial Laiv Subcommittee deliberated on the Outline 
of the Bill to effect a partial reviSion pf the commercial code drafted by 

the Attorney General's Office on August 13, 1949, and completed the draft-
ing of an amendment to the proposed bill on December 22, 1949. This bill 
embodies a series of revisions placing considerable restrictions on stockholders, 

in view of the danger in Japan that they might abuse their strengthened 

position and adversely affect the corporation. 
On the basis of this' plan, revised by the Legislation Deliberatlve Council, 

an amended bill was drafted, and, approved at a Cabinet meeting at the 
end of January, 1950, being submitted to the seventh session of the Diet 

on February 24, 1950. Although a minor revision was rTlade by the House 
of Representatives and the House of Councillors, the bjll was duly passed 

on May 2, finally being promulgated as Act No. 167 on May lO, effective 

froin July 1, 1951. 

II. Reasons for Legislatifeg the Ameeedmettt Act 

The major reasons for legislating the Amendment Act are as follows : 
First, it facilitates corporations to obtain funds, which is the most im-

portant reason for the revision, so that if a corporation wants funds for its 

own use, it can issue new stock. The authorized capital system and the 
non-par stock system e~able the corporation to get needed funds quickly. 
advantageously and reliably. Since most readers of this article w_ill be 
Americans, it is thought, who understand the advantages of these systems. 
it will not be necessary for the author to give further explanation. 

Second, under the existing. economic conditjons in Japan, the introduc-

tion of foreign capital, especially American, is urgently needed. If the 
busine~s corporation law in Japan, modelled after its American counter-part, 

functions as well as the latter does, the American investor can feel confi-
dent when acquiring Japanese corporation stock, which may help to facilitate 

a smooth flow of foreign. capital into this country. For such purposes, how-

everj it is necessary that the authorized capital and non-par stock systems 

'be adopted in such a way as to give equal treatment to both domestic and 
, foreign corporations, and to realize this need, the Amendment Act makes 
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this specific point plain, as seen from 2, Article 485. The Amendment Act 
seeks, as one objectiv.e, to bolster the position of the stockholder, thereby 

serving to enbourage foreign investors to become Japanese stockholders. 
Third, it seeks to propel the democratization of stockholding, the need 

for which has often been voiced since the end of the war, security dealers 

and Government agencies sponsoring movements for such purposes. The 
democratization of stockholding stems from the idea that corporation stocks 

should be held by as large a number of people as possible in various strata 
of society, rather than by a small number of financial cliques and capitalists 

as in the pre-war and wartime periods, this basic idea being considered 
responsible for the emphasis placed on strengthening the position of stock-

holders in the Amendment Act. 
The three points mentioned are regarded as the major reasons for legisla-

ting the Amendment Act, the essentials of which follow. 

III. Revisiotes Concer,eing the Category 

of Business Corporations 

From the categories of business corporations, the mixture of partner-

ship with limited shares (Kabushiki Goshi Kaisha) is stricken out. At the 

outset of the Amendment Act, it is clearly set forth that Chapter 5 on 
'' Kabushiki Goshi Kaisha" (the partnership with shares) is eliminated as 
well as all provisions in the chapter regarding this type of business. This 

abolition was long debated in legislative circles, and in the Amendment 
Act, this type of business concern, with little actual benefits, was abolished 

in view of the complications of revising the chapfer thereon. ~ 

IV. Revisiows an the Itlcorporatiovt 

of Busileess Corporati,0,4s 

1. Considerable revisions have been made in essential items of the 
Articles of Incorporation, but no special explanation is needed since they 

were effected as a result of insertions and changes in their items. What 
attracts attention is the provision requiring unanimous approval by all the 

promoters of the three items concerning the classes and the number of stocks 

to be issued when a business corporation is established, the issue-value of 

stocks to be floated and the paid-in surplus of non-par stocks (Article 168r2 

of Amendment Act). The insertion of these items in the original Articles 
of Incorporation is difficult, and in some cases they are in the nature of 

being decided having regard to economic conditions. -
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．　2．11hportant　revisions　have　been　made　concemir1言the　issuance　and

transfer　of　stocks．Corporatlons　under　the　Amendment　Act　need　not　issue

stocks廿p　to　the　full　amount　of　their＆uthorized　capita1，since　the　authorized

6apital　system　has　been　implemented．　The　only　restriction　is　that　a　cor－

poration　must　issue　stocks，at　the　time　of　incorporatiou，not　less　than　one－

fourth　of　the　total　number　of　registere（i　stock（Paragraph2，Article166
0f　Amendment　Act）．If　a　business　corporation　is　incorporated　after　solicit隅

ing　stockholders，dec玉sions　will　be　made　by　more　than　two－thir（is　of　the

votes　to　be　cast　by　would－be　stockholders　present　at　the　constituent　general

meeting，as　well　as　by　votes　representing　more　than　a　majority　of　the　total

number　of　stocks　already　taken　up　by　would－be　stockholders（Paragraph2，

Article1800f　Amendment　Act）．
　　　This　revision　was　eHlected　as　a　counter－measure　against　the　method　of

special　decisions　to　be　taken　at　the　general　meeting　of　the　stockholders

after　the　incorporation　of　the　company（Paragraph1，Article3430f　Amend－

ment　Act），an（i　naturally　is　not　meant　to　lay　overdue　emphasis　on　the

metho（10f　making　decisions　at　the　constituent　general　meeting』alope・

　　　This　metho（i　of　making　decisions　is　adopted　when　directors　and　auditors

are　elected（Article1830f　Amendment　Act）．　In　the　election　of（iirectors

at　the　co負stituent　general　meeting，the　system　of　cumulative　voting　is　not

used　and　the　tenure　of　of且ce　of　these　o伍cials　is　shortened　by　one　year（Para－

graph2，Article2560f　Amendment　Act）．

V．Rθτ麺o％50％5診o‘為3

　　　　1．Under　the　existingF　law，provisions　can　be　made　in　the　Articles　of

Incorporation　concerning　restrictions　or　prohibitions　of　the　transfer　of　stocks

（the　latter　part　of　Paragraph　l，Article204），but　under　the　revised　law，no

provisions　in　the　Artides　of　Incorporation　can　ban　or　restrict　the　transfer

of　shares（Paragraph1，Article2040f　Amendment　Act），an　amendment
necessary　to　protect　the　interest　of　stockholders．

　　　2．Under　the　existing　law，non－bearer　shares　are　transferrable　on　ex－

pression　of　the　intention　on　the　part　of　the　two　parties　concemed，except

where　endorsement　is　necessary　and　where　only　the　transfer　of　shares　is

required　as　an　incidental　condition．Under　the　revised　law，the　shares’ re

transferrable　by　exchange　of　a　note　certifying　the　transfer　in　the　name　of

a　person　designated　as　the　stockholder，as　well　as　by　handing　over　the　share

certiflcate　to　the　new　acquisitor．　This　procedure，however三s　not　incidenta1，

but　the　consummative　conditions（Paragraph1，Article2050f　Amendment
Act）．

　　　For　notes　certifying　the　transfer　of　shares，a　form　indicating　the　trans一
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fer　should　be　adopted，and　it　is　likely　that　an　adaptable　form　practical　in

exchange　circles　will　be　set　for　general　use　in　tlle　future。It　may　be　asked

what　will　hapPen　if　th〔ゴtransfer　of　non－bearer　shares　takes　place　on　the

basis　of　a　blanket　letter　of　proxy，currenUy　used　for　a　change　of　hands

and　attached　to　the　shares　following　the　enforcement　of　the　revised　law？

Since　the　letter　is　not　a　document　directly　certifying　the　transfer　itself，

but　a　datum　showing　the　conferment　of　the　transfer　agent’s　right　virtually

corlfirming　the　change　of　hands，the　power　of　proxy　is　considered　to　fall

under　the　category　of　documents　conceming　the　transfer　as　above　mentioned。

　　　　For　the　traロsfer　of　shares，a　new　system　of　a　transfer　agent　has　been

adopted　after　the　pattern　of　the　transfer　agent　in　the　United　States，in

order　to　eH！ect　a　change　of　holder　speedily　and　without　trouble，as　a　means

to　democratize　the　stocks　through　prQtection　of　thβshareholders．　The　use

bf　a　transfer　agent，however，is　not　compulsory　in　all　cases。　Each　corpo一

垂ation　has　to　maintain　such　an　agent　under　the　provisions　of　its　Articles

of　Incorporation（Paragraph2，Article2060f　the　Amendment　Act），and　is

required　to　record　this　fact　in　the　share　apPlication　form（Paragraph2，

Article1750f　the　Amendment　Act）and　register　it　with　the　competerlt
authorities　at　the　time　of　incorporation（No，3，Paragraph2，Article188

0f　the　Amendment　Act）．

　　　　V▽』ith　the　transfer　agent　recording　t草e　stockholders♪list　the　name　and

address　of　the　new　acquisitor，the　change　of　hands　becomes　a　fait　accompli

（Paragraph2，Article2060f　the　Amendment　Act）。If　a　corporation　insti－

tutes　a　transfer　agent，its　director　is　required　to　maintain　in　the　agent7s

．ofHce　a　record　of　the　stockholders　and　a　ledger　of　debentures6r　a　copy

thereof（Paragraph1，Article2630f　the　Amendment　Act）。　The　registrar
has　been　instituted　as　a　means　to　check　an　excessive　issuance　of　shares，

resulting　from　the　adoption　of　the　transfer　agent　after　the　American　fashion

（Paragraph3，Article2630f　the　Amendment　Act）。

　　　3．　Increase（i　Protection　for　Bona　Fide　Acquisitors　of　Shares

　　　The　existing　law　embodies　certain　restrictions　for　the　protection　of

a　new　acquistitor，　If　the　end6rsement　recorded　by　a　shareholder　in　the　list

of　the　shareholders　is　not　bona　Hde　an（i　its　falsity　is　ascertained　by　in（1uiring

of　the　corporation　concerned，he　is　not　recognized　as　an　acquisitor　of　the

shares　in　question（Paragraph2，Article229）．

　　　Under　the　Amendment　Act，however，these　restrictions　are　removed
and　unrestricted　pfotection　accorded　to　bona　fide　acquisitofs　in　line　with

Article210f　the　Cheque　Act．Hence，it　has　been　made　unnecessary　for
the　acquisitor　to　ascertain　whether　or　not　the　signature　of　the　assignor　or

the　share　endorsor　is　real，or　whether　or　not　the　signature　stamp　used

corresponds　to　the　ohe・fegistered　with　the　corporation　concemed．　As　long

as　the　transfer　is　conducte（i　in　good　faith　involving　no　grave　mistake，a11

　　　　　　　　　■
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rights　attendant　orl　the　shares　are　h…mded　over　to　the　acquisitor，enabling

him　to　ask　the　corporation　to　e狂ect　the　change　of　hands，and　the　corpora－

tion　cannot　refuse　the　request　for　transfer　merely　because　the　signature

seal　use（i　is　false，a　revision　regarded　as　exceedingly　important　in　view　of

the　fact　that　the　existing　law　not　only　prevents　the　transfer　of　a　very　large

number　of　shares　on　gromds．of　the　use　of　unregistered　signature　seals　but

also　repudiates　the　need　for　transactions　involving　the　sales　and　pledging

of　such　shares。

VI．Rθτ麺o銘3’o’ho　O7g伽30∫∫hθ（わ塑07画o錫

　　　　1．　Genera10utlook

　　　Aglanceatthechangeseffectedintheorgansingeneralofthecorpo－
ration，shows　that　the　rights　of　a　general　meeting　of　shareholders　have　been

restricted　to　decision－making，as　provided　for　in　the　Commercial　Code　or

in　its　Articles　of　Incorporation（Article230－20f　the　Amendment　Act），effect－

lng　a　noticeable　change　in　the　nature　of　the　general　meeting　hitherto　held

under　the　existing　law，losing　many　of　the　characteristics　as　the　supreme

organ・

　　　A　change　has　also　been　made　in　the　system　of　the　directors（Torishi－

mariyaku）wりich　was　ambiguous。　Replaced　by　a　decision－making　organ
called　the．board　of　directors，comprising　all　the　directors，this　agency　func－

tions　as　a　planning　organ　for　execution　of　the　corporationgs　business　and　is

responsible　for　the　issuance　of　shares　and　debentures　and　apProval　of　trans－

actions　between　lhe　directors　and　the　corporation，which　all　formerly　belonged

to　other　organs．　Furthermore，the　board　of　directors　is　entrusted　with

the　election　of　a　representεしtive　director　to　represent　the　corporation　in

administering　its　aHlairs．　These　amendments　have　beell　effected　pursuant

to　American　law．

　　　In　the　third　place，authority　hitherto　conferred　on　the　auditor（Kansa－

yaku）has　been　markedly　curtailed．Under　the　Amendment　Act，the　auditor
has　no　right　to　supervise　the　administration　of　the　busi讐ess，but　will　con－

cem　himself　solely　with　the　accounting　of　the　corporation．　American　law

makes　no　provision　for　the　institution　of　an　auditoヤ，for　in　his　place　a

public－accredited　accountant　supervises　the　accounting　of　the　corporation．

Under　prevailing　circumstances　in　Japan，however伊a　radical　change　in　audi－

torship　was　considered　unwarranted，　Inasmuch　as　only　a　small　number　of

public－accredited　accountants　are　available　in　Japan，auditorship　has　been
retained　to　function　with　llmited　au近hority；corporation　auditors　do　not

have　to　be　public－accredite（i　accountants．　The　Amendment　Act　has　made
no　special　revision　conceming　temporary　aピditorship　or　inspectorship（Kensa－

yaku）which　remains　as　hitherto．

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　C
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　　　　2．．Revisions　regarding　gener＆1meetings6f　the　shareholders

　　　　Under　the　Amendment　Act，a　general　meeting　of　the　shareholders　is

authorized　to．make　decisions　on　matters　as　provided　for　by　law　and　the

Articles　of　Incorporation（Article230－20f　the　Amendment　Act）．　Part　of

its　authority　has　been　transferred　to　the　board　of　directors，and　the　rest　to

indiウidual　shareholders．Accordingly，the　rights　of　the　board　of　directors

and　individual　shareholders　have　been　greatly　expanded．

　　　　The　authorized　sponsor　of　an　or（iinary　general　meeting　is　the　boar（i　of

directors（Article2310f　the　Amendment　Act）an（1that　of　an　extraordinary
me6ting　is　the　board　of　directors，the　liquidator　or　a　certain　number　of　share－

holders．　The　auditor　is　not　included　as　a　spons6r　and　Paragraph2，Article

2350f　the　existing　law　is　deleted，for　the　auditor　has　been　deprived　of　his

right　to　supervise　the　business　affairs　and　with　it，his　right　to　convene　an

extraordinary　general　meeting．
　　　　In　the　set　of　laws伊both　existing　and　new，a　general　meeting　m＆kes

dec至sions，ordinary　and　extraordinary．　In　both　cases，the　metho（i　of　decision－

making　has　been　bolstered　under　the　Amendment　Act．For　making　ordinary

decisions，the　existing　law　does　not　provide　fomny　quorum，buガthe　Amend－

ment　Act　in　principle　requires　a　definite　quorum；unless　the　Articles　o壬

Incorporationmakesomespecial　provision，sh哉reholderspossessinga
majority　of　the　total　numberof　shares　already　issued　should　attend　the　general

meeting，and　a　majority　of　them　vote　the　issues　on　the　agenda　to　make

them　o伍cica1（Paragraph1，Article2390f　the　Amen（iment　Act）．Although
this　provision　for　a　quorum　for　such　purposes　can　be　omitted　i血the　Articles

of　Incorporation，the　election　of　directors　should　be　decided　by　the　votes　of

not　less　than　one－thir（i　of　the　total　number　of　the　shares　already　issued

（Article2560f　the　Amendment　Act）．　This　particular　provision　has　been

made　since　it　concems　decisions　on　a　specially　important　matter．

　　　The　method　of　m＆king　extraordinary　decisions　is　also　bolstered，sincε

the　attendance　of　shareholders　possessing　more　than　half　the　total　number

of　the　shares　already　issued　is　required，an（i　more　than　two－thirds　of　their

votes　are　needed　to　make　the　decisions　o伍cia1（Art孟cle3430f　the　Amend－

ment　Act），Hence　no　provisions　in　the　Articles　of　Incorporation　caq　ease－

the　conditions　regardir19’decision－making．

　　　3．　Revision　of　the　system　of　Directors，Especially　the　Legalization
　　　　　　　of　the　Board　of　Directors

　　　The　major　point　of　the　revision　in　the　system　of　directors　is　found　in

thelegalizati・n・ftheb・ard・fdirect・rs，asanecessaryandstanding・rgan
of　the　corporation　charged　withσりmaking　plans　and。reaching　decisions　for

the　conducting　the　business　affa孟rs．　In　some　cases伊its　organization，con－

vocation　and　authority　were　set　forth　in　the　Articles　of　Incorporation　or

agreements　and　by－1aws　conceming　the　board　of　directors　in　the　past，and
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all these have been written into the law under the Amendment Act. As 
legal measures have been adopted for the authority charged with convok-
in*" the board of directors meetings (Article 259~of the Arrlendment Act), 

and convoking procedures (Article 259-2 and Article 259-3 of the Amend-

ment Act), explanations .are omitted here. -
The principal authority~of the board of directors lies in making deci-

sions concerning the execution of the corporation's business affairs (Article 

260 of the Amendment Act). The Commercial Code makes provisions for 
each of the important elements in the authority, 'subh as the issuance of 
shares and debentures, the election and release of the manager, the election 

of a representative director, agreement on transactions between the corpo-

ration and･ the director, and the election of a person charged with represent-
ing the corporation in a lawsuit between the corporation and the director. 

A11 these matters concern the decisions on the corporation's will regarding 

the execution of its business affairs. Unless specifically provided that these 

matters fall under the juridiction of a general meeting of the stockholders, 

they are to be administered by the board of directors. 

However, the actual execution of the business affairs is an entirely 
different matter. As in the case of a "Gomei-Kaisha" (the partnership 
with unlimited liabilities), unilateral execution in principle is to be applied. 

As to the director _charged with the actual execution of business, even the 

Amendment Act does not make any specific provision, hence the Articles 
of Incorporation should specify how the election of such a director should 
be conducted ; ordir.arily the board of directors is entrusted with task. A1-

though he may be the same person as the reprentative director, to whom 
reference will be made la~er, the two do not necessarily have to be one 
and the same person. 

The representative director is one authorized to represent the corpora-

tion.' As has been explained, he may be the director having authority 
over the execution of business, though he may also be a different person. 
The board of directors is an optional institution under the current law, but 

a. compulsory one under the Amendment Act, and for this reason the corpo-
ration is required to appoint a representative director pursuant to the decision 

made by the board of directors ; the corporation may, in some cases, select 

several representative directors to represent it jointly (Article 261 of the 

Am~ndment Act). To 'protect third parties, the name of the represent-
ative director or the joint representation of the corporation by several 
repr~sentative directors must be registered with the competent authorities 
(Nos. 7 & 8, Paragraph '2, Article 188 of the Amendment Act). Provisions 

concerning the conclusively presumed representative director remain the same 
under the two laws (Article 262). 

According to the Amendment Act, a corpora:tion cannot make proviL 
sions even in its Articles of Incorporation for a director to be a shareholder 
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（Paragraph2．f　Article254・of　the　Amendment　Act），the　basic　idea　being　to・

permit　his　selection　f士om　as　wide　a　circle　as　possible．While　the　tenure

of　o伍ce　of　a　director　is　lim五ted　to　three　years　under　the　curreロt　law，it　is

shortened　to　two　years　in乏he　Amendment　Act，also　provi（1ing　that　the且rst

direct・rs・shallserve・nly・neyear。Theserevisi・nshavebeenmadet・give
the　stockholders　more　opportunity　to　cast　their　votes　of　confi（ience　in　the

directors穿in　view　of　the　enhanced　authority　of　the　board　of　directors　an（i

the　abridged　authority　of　the　general　meeting　of　the　stockholders．On　the

same　principle，the　quorum　for　the　election　of　a　director　cannot　be　made

less　than　one－third　of　the　totai　number　of　the　shares　issued，even　under

provisions　of　the　Articles　of　Incorporation（Art圭cle256－20f　the　Amend－

ment　Ac－t）。　For　the　election　of　a　dlrector，American　law　has　been　adopted

to　permitピhe　participatioll　of　a　maximum　number　of　those　representlng

the　interests　of　a　minority　of　stockholders　on　the　board　of　directors．For

such　purposes，cumulative　voting　is　endorsed　for　the　election　of　the　plural

directors・　In6ther　words，when　a　general　meeting　of　the　stockholders　is

called　to　elect　more　than　two　directors，the　stockholders　may　deman（i　the

corporation　in　writing　to　use　cumulative　voting　five　days　ahead　of　the

meeting　date，each　stockholder　being　given　as　many　votes　as　the　number
of　directors　to　be　elected．　A　stockholder　may　cast　all　his　ballots　for　one

candidate　or　for　more　than　two．　The　candidates　become　directors　in　the

order　of　the　votes　they　have　gamered（Article256－30f　the　Amendment

Act），but　inasmuch　as　cumulative　voting　is　liable　to　permit　alien　elements

into　the　board　of　directors，and　therby　cause　di伍culty　in　the　management

of　business　affairs，the　corporation　is　authorized　to　reject　cumulatiVe　voting

for　electing　directors　in　its　Articles　of　Incorporation（first　part　of　Articles

256－40f　the　Amendment　Act），　An　exception，however，is　stockholders
who　possess　more　than　one－fourth　of　the　total　number　of　stock　issue（i　l　the

Articles　of　Incorporation　canngt　deprive　them　of　their　right　to　cumulative

votillg（1atter　part’of　Article256－40f　the　Amendment　Act）．

　　　Some　changes　in　the　provisions　concernling　the　release　of　a　director

from　o伍ce　have　been　made，such　as　the　requirement　for　a　special　decision

on　the　release　being　considered　an　important　issue，and　acceptance　of　an

apPeal　from　stockholders　possessing　more　than　three－hundre（iths　of　the　total

number　of　shares　issued　calling　for　release　of＆director　from　o伍ce　to

protect　the　interest　of　a　minority　of　stockholders　even　in　case　a　decision

on　his　re1δase　is　rejected（P＆ragraph2＆4，Article2570f　the　Amendment
Act）．

　　　The　Amendment　Act　provides　for　the　general　line　of　the　duties　im－

posed　on　a　director　for　the　execution　of　business　affairs；　it　obligates　a

direct・rt・fu1五1hisdutiesfaithfullyforthec・rp・rati・npursuantt・the
law，the　pfovisions　of　the　Articles　of　Incorporation　and　the　decisions　made

at　the　general　meetings（Article254－20f　the　Amendment　Act）．　This9
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provision has a similar counterpart in the Amefican law, which stipulates 
that a director shall carry on his duties as trustee on the basis of trust 
vis-a-vis the corporation and the stockholders, but it is incomplete as legisla-

tion. As to the eff~cts of violations of this provision, conflicting views 

are likely to be expressed. ' 
Making specific provisions with reference to the responsibility of the 

directors, the Amendment Act stipulates that if the directors make a pro-

posal for a bogus dividend at a general meeting, they are to be held jointly 

responsible for the dividends that have been paid out illegally. If some 
directors extended loans to other directors, they are held jointly responsible 

for any money not returned. If they engage in transactions in violation 
of competitive business or with corporations as mentioned in Article 265, 
or commit acts infringing the provisions of the law or the Articles of In-
corporation, they are held jointly responsible for any loss incurred by the 

corporation (Paragraph 1, Article 266 of Arnendment Act). 
If any such acts are carried out pursuant to the decision of the board 

of directors, those directors who approved the decision are regarded as having 

committed such acts (Paragraph 2, ditto), as well as those directors who 
voiced no objection to the record of the board proceeding after taking part 

in the decision (Paragraph 3, the same article). Special restrictions are 
imposed on the exemption of a director from responsibility to the corporation 

as enumerated above (Paragraph 4, 5 of same article). 
A11 these matters concern the resposibility of the directors to the corpo-

ration, but provisions are also made for their responsibility toward third 

parties. If directors demonstrate malice or commit serious mistakes in the 
discharge of their duties, if they make false statements on share application 

forms, debenture application forms, prospectuses, statements of account or 

schedules, or if they make false registrations or public announcements, they 
are held jointly responsible for any loss occasioned to third parties (Article 

266-3 of the Amendment Act). 

4. Abridged Authority of the Auditor 
Reference has been already made to the curtailment of the authority 

of auditorship. Authority accor~ed to the auditor under the Amendment 
Act, differing from that under the existing law, is limited to nominal ac-

counting supervision. Hence, his authority may be said to approximate 
that exercised by an inspector, though the two differ in that the position of 

the auditor is a standing institution. Regulations in the Amendment Act 
concerning auditorship mainly refer to a revision resulting from the abridg-

ment of its authority. Excluding these, virtually the same provisions are 
made as those for the hithert~existing auditors. One difference is that the 

Amendment Act sets his maximum term of office at one year (Article 273 
of the Amendment Act), which results from the shortening of a director's 

,
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tenure ' of office to give the general meeting 
oPportunity to cast their votes. 

CORPORATION LAW 

of the stockholders 

1 73 

more 

VII. hestitutiole of Regulations Coeecer,eileg 

the Issua,ece of New Shares 

Inasmuch as the Amendment Act adopted the authorized capital system, 
the regulations concerning the increase of stated capital, as part of the sec-

tion hitherto in force governing the change of the Articles of Incorporation, 

have been completely deleted. However, a new section has been inserted 
regulating the issuance of new shares between those sections dealing with 
the organs and accounting. 

1. Decision on the Issuance of New Shares 
As a result of the adoption of the authorized capital system in the 

Amendment Act, the board of directors has been entrusted with deciding 
not only the propriety of issuing the unfloated portion of the total number 
Of shares, as provided for in the Articles of Incdrporation after the establish-

ment of the corporation (Article 280-2 of the Amendment Act), but with 
various ~conditions regardin*" the issuance as well. 

The conditions concerning share issuance are determined by the board 
(if directors, except in cases where the Commercial Code or the 'Articles of 

Incorporation makes related provisions or the general meeting of the stock-

lrlolders has made due decisions. The conditions relate to the new shares 
with par-value or not, their class and number, their issue price and the date 

1)f issuance, various details pertaining to non-monetary-property investments 

and the paid-in surplus arising from the payment of non-par shares (ditto). 

When the board of directors makes its decision, it is required in princi-

I)1e to fix the same issue price for the new shares and other conditions 
whenever they are floated, the exception to this rule being when the board 
<)f directors makes decisions in favor of those possessing the right to new 
'shares (Article 280-3 of the Amendment Act). 

A corporation must issue the new shares and fix their value in a fair 
,and just way on the basis of the board of directors' decision. If the corpo-

Tation in. issuing new shares violates the law or the Articles of Incorpora-

tion, or floats them in a glaringly unjust way, or at an exceedingly unfair 

~price, the stockholders may call on the corporation to suspend the issuance 

~to protect their own interest (Article 280-10 of the Amendment Act). If 
any one should buy shares through some director at a notably unjust price, 

~he is held responsible for paying the corporation the differential between the 

just and unjust prices (Article 280-11 df Amendment Act). A stockholder's 

xight to request the suspension of the issuance of shares corresponds to the 
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Anglo-American legal idea of "injunction." In Japanese legal procedure,-
the st0~kholder is to ask the court of law for provisional disposition by 

suing the corporation. 

2. Right to New Shares (Pre~mptive rights of shareholders) 
Promoters of the corporation are to determine, by unanimous approval, 

conditions considered absolutely nec~ssary to b~ included in the original 

Articles of Incorpopation and the share application form on the establish-

ment of the corporation, such as whether the stockholders are to be given 
the'right to new shares, what restrictions are to be imposed thereon and 

what provisions are to be made concerning the accordance of a right to 
specific third parties to new shares, if a decision was made to give it tCL 

them (No. 5, Paragraph 1, Article 166 and Paragraphs 2 & 3. Article 175 
of the Amendment Act). When new shares are to be issued within the 
fixed number of stock, the right. to them is granted pursuant to the 
recorded decisions or citations in the application form (Article 280-6 of the 

Amendment Act). 
However, a decision on a change in the Articles of- Incorporation con-

cerning the raising of the ceiling on authorized share issuance is accompanied 

by the determination of whether the stockholders should be given the right 
to nevy shares thus issued, and what restrictions are imposed on or with-
held from it. Moreover, in such a case, a decision is to be made concernining 

the accordance of the right to specific third parties if they are entitled to 

it (Paragraph 2, Article 347 of the Amendment Act). 

3. Issuance of New Shares and Investment with Non-Monetary Property 
In case the Articles of Incorporation make no reference to the names 

of those who make investments with property other than money, or the 
kind and the value of property-investments, the type of share with or with-

out par-value for investment, its kind and number, the board of directorsL 
is to make due decisions (No. 3, Article 280-2 of the Amendment Act). 
Since investments with non-monetary property are liable to break the par-
value of shares as a result of their over-estimation, a court of law must. 
be requested to select inspectors to investigate the matter except where the-

number of shares given for investments in the form of non-monetary pro--
perty does not exceed one-twentieth of the total number of the shares-
already issued (Paragraph 1,. Article 280-8 of the Amendment Act). 

The court of law may, in such case, forward the inspectors' reports. 
to the board of directors and the investors after making some revisions, if 

the reports are considered to include unjust findings: If non-monetary--
,property investors reject the revisions made by the court, the latt~r may' 

,cancel their right to new shares, or take it for granted that the investor~ 
have accepted the revisions, if they register no protest ~vithin' two week~~ 
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after　th◎notice（Paねgraづh・2＆3，Article280－80f　the
みct）．

Amendtnent’

　　　4．　Invalidatio．n　of　New　Share　Issuance

　　　A　cause　for　the　invalidation　of　a　new　share　issuance，viewed　from　a．

teleological　point　of　view，is　compared　to　a　cause　for　invalidation　of　the

creation　of　the　corporation；strict　interpretations　should　be　given　both．

　　　Such　invalidation　primarily　occurs　when　the　new　shares　are　issued　out－

side　the　framework　of　the　authorlzed　capital　or　without　a　dヒcision　by　the

board　of　difectors．　As　to　the　ef壬ect　of　the　invalidation，regulations　similar

to　those　goveming　lawsuits　for　invalidation　of　an　amalgamation　are　pro‘
vided，with　a　view　to　prote℃ting　the　standardized　nature　of　the　Orga．nizations

Law　and　the　mobile　safety　of　transactions．　In　another　words，the　invalid＆一

tion　of　a　ne宙share　issuance　can¶ e　demanded　by　an　appeal　to　the　court

of　Law　within　six　months　after　the　shares　are　issued．The　lawsuit　can　be

submitted　to　the　court　by　stockholders　or　directors　alone（Article280－15

0f　the　Amendment　Act）。　In　making　a　lawsuit，the　regulations　goveming

legal　actions　for　invalidatioh　of　the　amalgamation　are　applied　in　considera－

tion　of　the　suit－making　procedures　designed　to　standardize　court　decisious，

and　the　effect　of　such　decisions　in　generα1（Article’280－16，Article88，

Paragraphs2，3＆4，Article105，Article1090f　the　Amendment　Act）．
　　　When　a　court　decision　has　been　handeddown　to　invalidate　a　newshare

issuance，the　main　and　branch　ofEces　of　the　corporation　are　required　to

register　the　f＆ct　with　the　authorities　concemed　in　their　locality（Article

280－16，Article1370f　the　Amendment　Act），

VIII・Rθ窃εδo郷o％（lb7ρ07画o％z4‘60㈱伽9

　　　　1．　An　amelldment　to　the　regulations　conceming　the　accounting　of

℃orporations　has　been　made　pursuant　to　the　Financial　Tables　Worklng　R“1es

and　the　Enterprise　Accounting　Basic　Regulations，based　on　Anglo－American

practice　as　instituted　by　the：Enterprise　Accounting　System　Research　Com－

mission　in　the　Economic　Stabilization　Board．But　there　is　still　room　for

a　further　study，and　inasmuch　as　it　is　predominantly　held　still　premature

to　implement　the　new　amendment，a　fundamental　revision　of　the　accounting
system　has　been　def色rred．　Only　a　small　section　of　the　Anglo－American

principle　has　been　adopted　in　the　current　amendment．

　　　2，　The　Amendment　Act　divides　the　legal　reserve　fund　into　profit　re－

5erve　funds，instead　of　maintaining　only　one　reserve　fund　as　in　the　existing

law，in　an　attempt　in　the　Commercial　Code　to　adopt　the　generally－accepted

fundamental　principle　of　accounting。　　The　profit　reserve　fund　is　a　lega1
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reserve fund with profits as its source of income, the rate of reserve remain-

ing the same as under the existing law (Article 288 of the Amendment 
Act). The capital reserve fund ,is a legal reserv.e fund accruing from (1') 

the differential between the par-value and the higher price at which the 
par-value shares are sold, (2) paid-in surplus from payment of the non-par 
shares, (3) the difference between the appraisal profit of the property and 
the , appraisal loss during a business year, (4) differential of the reduction of ' 

stated capital, (5) differential of the amalgamation (Article 288-2 of the 

Amendment Act). 
If the legal reserve fund is to be used, the profit reserve fund has to 

be drawn on first, and, if inadequate then the capital reserve fund should 

be used (Paragraph 2, Article 289 of the Amendment Act). 

3. The regulations concerning the dividend on profits have been revised 

to authorize the payment of stock dividends on the basis of the Arnerican 
legal system. In other words, a corporation can, by a special decision, offer 

the stockholders the whole or part of the dividend due them in shares to 
be newly issued. Hence, the dividend is given in an amount corresponding 
to the par-value, in the case of par-value shares, ~nd a sum equal to the 

value as designated in a special decision for non-par shares. . Under such 
circumstances, however, no recognition is given to the paid-in surplus (Para-

graphs 1, 2 & 4, Article 293-2 of the Amendment Act). Those who receive 
stock dividends get the right to new shares as soon the general meeting 
of the stockholders comes to a close, after decisions have been reached on 

the dividends (Paragraph 5, Article 293-2). 

4. The legal reserve fund can, under the new Act, be credited to the 
capital of the corporation, the procedure for such a step being left to the 

decision by the board of directors, but not by a general meeting of the 
sfockholders (Paragraph 1, Article 293-3 of the Amendment Act). In 
such a case, the corporation may issue shares to the stockholders in pro-
portion to the number of stock in their possession. The stockholders obtain 

the right to new shares when the board of directors decides on the credit-

ing of the legal reserve fund to capital (Paragraph 2, Article 293-3 of the 

Amendment Act). 

5. The new Act authorizes the stockholders to inspect or copy the 
schedule accompanying the accounting documents that rec.ord designated 
items, or stockholders more than the designated number to inspect or copy 
the account books, a system adopted following American law, which permits 
stockholders access to books, though the American way has been greatly 
modified to meet the Japanese situation. The corporation is required to 
prepare the schedule of the accounting documents, as provided for in Article 
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281，within　four　months　after　each　accounting　period　and　keep　it　in　its

main　and　branch　o伍ces（Paragraph1，Article293－50f　the　Amendment
Act），Similar　to　the　schedule　in　the　United　States，it　records　in　detail

thebusinessa狂airsandthec・nditi・ns・fthepr・perties・fthec・rp・rati。n，

especiallywithreferencet・anincrease・rreducti・n・fthestatedcapital
and　the　reserve　fundy　transactions　between　the　directors，the　auditor，and

the　stockholders，and　the　establishment　of　a　mortgage　right。　In　the　case　of

a　non－financing　corporation，the　schedule　must　show　in　detail　loan　exten－

ti・ns・theacquisiti・n・fsharesissuedby・therc・rp・rati・nsandthedisp。si－

ti・n・f五xedpr・perties（Para・2，4伽），St・ckh・1derscanaskthec。rp。ra－
tion　for　permission　to　inspect　or　make　a　copy　of　the　schedule　at　any　time

duringthebusinessh・urs，・raskf・rtheissuance・fac・py・rapartial
copy　of　the　schedule，on　payment　of　the　fee　as　stipulated　by　the　corpora－

t玉on（Thelastparagraph，ゴ伽）．
　　　　All　these　rights　are　accorded　to　stockholders　in　genera1，but　those

holding　shares　of　more　than　one－tenth　of　the　total　nロmber　already　issued

can　ask　permission　to　inspect　and　copy　documents　not　mentioned　above，

such　as　the　account　books　and　all　other　related　documents（Paragraph1食

Article293－6・ftheAmendmentAct）．Butinasmuchassuchrequests
may　have　an　adverse　bearing　on　the　corporation，the　stockholder　is　require（i

t・submitarequestinwritingclarifyingthereas・ntheref・r（Para．2，蜘）．
Adirectorcannotrejecttherequestunlessthereisajustifiablereason
（Article293－70f　the　Amendment　Act）．

IX・Rθτ傭o解Rg9α7面犯91）θわθ％如7θε

　　　　L　Anewprovisionhasbeenaddedconcemingdebentures，（＄ub－Section
3）whichg・vemsc・nvertibleb・ndsasatype・fdebenture，asteptaken
asaresult・ftheab・1iti・n・ftheregulati・nsregardingtheincreaseQf
sta亡edcapita1．

　　　　2．Only　minor　revisions　have　been　made　in　the　general　regulations　ih

Sub－Secti・n1・lntheirrevisi・ns，debenturesaret。beissued。nthebasis
ofadecisi・nbytheb・ard・fdirect・rs（Article296・ftheAmendmentAct）．
Likewise，the　limit　of　subscription　to　debentures　as　a　general　rule　has　been

expandedt・thet・talam・unt・fthestatedcapitalandthelegalreserve
fund・byhikingtheceiling・nthedebentureissuanceasanexpedient
measure　for　capital　acquisition（Paragraphs1＆2，Article2790f　the　Amen（i－

ment　Act）。Another　revision，among　others，provides　that　if　there　occurs

a　change　o£ownership　in　non－bearer　debentures，transfer　agents　can　be

instituted　as　in　the　case　of　non－bearer　shares（Article3970f　the　Amendment

Act）．　In　actual　practice，however，this　revision　has　no　effect　since　all

debenturesarebearerdebenturesinJapan．
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“ご31　Under’the－new　revisions，convertible　bonds’can　be　issuじ（i　at　any

time　pursuant　to　the　provisionβof　the・Articles　of　Incorporation　or　by参

s亘ecial　decision　of　a　general　meeting。This・is　not　a　measure　to　increase

capital　as　heretofore，however（Paragrαphs1＆2，Article341－20f　the
Amendment　Act）．Furthermore，the　number　of　shares　to　be　issue（i　for
fhe　conversion　of　debentures　is　to　be　kept　below　the　ceiling　of　the　tota1．

humber　of　shares　to　be　Hoate（1by　the　corporation（Paragrαphs2＆3，Article

341－20f　the　Amendment　Act），and　the　conversion　of　debentures　into　shares

becomes　immediately　effective（Article341－5＆nd　Article222－60f　the

Amendment　Act）．

X．Rπ緬o郷60解θ甥伽9（二吻㈱go3初Jhθ且痂‘」θ3
　　0∫1銘60脚緬0，昭粥αRθ伽あ0％・∫S鰭4‘砂δ’α」

　　　　1．Regulationsc・nceminganincreaseofthestatedcapitalinsecti・n
6for　a　change　in　the　Articles　oHncorporation　have　been　scrapped，inasmuch

as　such　a　change　and　the　issuance　of　new　shares　have　been　separate“as　a

result　of　the　adoption　of　the　authorize（1capital　system．　Furthermore2

according　to　the　provisions　for　a　reduction　in　the　stated　capita1，the　term

‘1、capita1”as　use（i　in　the　Amendment　Act　can　be　interpreted　to　mean　state（i

“capita1”which　generally　is　the　alrea（iy－issued　capitaL　Since　stated　capital

has　no　place　in　the　Articles　of　Incorporation，and　hence．its　change－does

not　necessitate　all　Amendment　in　the　Articles　of　Incorporation，it　has　been

removed　from　the　section　goveming　the　latter　and　placed　in　an　indepen（ient

new　section　dealing　with　a　reduction　of　stated　capitaL　In　this　connection，

some　changes　have　been　made　iu　the　provisions　pertain玉ng　to　an　amendment

to　the　Articles　of　Incorporation，for　reasons　arising　from　the　adoption　of

authorized　capital　and　others。
ずロドもしコンあの

i　2．Apeculiarrevisioutotheregulationsconcemingachangeinthe
Article　of　Incorporation　is6ne　regarding　the　metho（i　of　making（iecisions

（Articles343and3450f　the　Amendment　Act），but　since　explanat玉on　already

has　been　made　as　to　how　decisions　are　to　be　reached　by　the　general　meet－

tings・fthest・ckh・1ders，n・furtherreferenceisgivenhere・
　　　　An　important　revision　to　changes　in　the　Articles　of　Incorporation　is

f。undintheinstituti・n・fregulati・nsc・nceminganincrease・fauth・rized

capita1，because・fthead・pti・n・ftheauth・rizedcapitalsyste血・Rather
thau　giving　excessive　authority　to　the　board　of　directors，the－new　regula－

tions　impose　certain　restrictions　on　them　as　to　the　issuance　of　new　shares

and　the　total　number　of　stock　to　be　issued　by　the　corporation，as　such　a

measure　is　considered　proP6r　in　Japan．Accordingly，玉t　is　made　clear　that

the　total　number　of　shares　to　be　issued　by　a　corporation　cannot　exceed　foごr
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｛times　the　number　of』もha士6s　already　issued（Paragraph1，Article3470f
t瓦e　A．mendment　Act）．　No　gxplanation　is　given　here　on　the　d6Cision　conる

『6eming　the　acquisitio血of　the　fight　to　new　shares．in　this　case（Paragraph

2，面’o）since　reference　already　has　been　made　to　it　when　the　issuance　of

new　shares　was　discussed　elsewhere．

　　　3．　The　reduction　of　the　stated　capita1』does　not　follow　a　change　in　the

Articles　of　Incorporatioh　under　the　Amendment　Act．For　this　reason，ther6
arlses　the　hee（1to　regulate　the　method　of　maki阜g（iecisions　involved　therein　l

the　Amendment　Act，Article375’stipulates　that　a　speclal　decision　is・the

coπect　metho（i　for　doing　so，as　clari五ed　by　the　new　institution　of　special

regulations，　Actually，however，there玉s　no　material　dif壬erence　between

the　existing　and　new　laws　l－all　procedures　provided　for　in　Article376and

subsequent　art至cles＆re　similar　to　those　under　the　existing　law．

XI，Rθ7師o螂oπ≠hθ尺θ一〇γ9α偏2画o錫，D傭oJ痂o錫，

　・4佛吻脚α拓o％伽4L蜘唇4α’伽o∫α0吻o剛伽

　　　　Although　some　minor　revisions　have　been　made　regarding　the　re－organi－

zation，dissolution，amalgamation，and　liquidation　of　a　corporation，
explanation　on　indivi（iual　cases　is　omitted　here　since　they　are　not　particularly

important．　Two　revisions，however，must　be　mentioned．：First，the　transfer
of　the　total　business　is　not　considered　a　cause　for　the　dissolution　of　a　corpo－

ration　any　longer（Article4040f　the　Amendment　Act）．Second，stockholders

who　oppose　amalgamation　of　the　corporatlon　are　authorize（i　to　demand
payment　of　a　fair　price　for　the　stocks　in　their　possessめn．　The　former　revi－

sion　has　been　made　to　permit　the　corporation　to　remain　in　operation　even

after　it　has　surrendere（i　its　business　to　another　concern　and　acquired　business

from　others，The　latter　revision　has　been　effected　to　protect　a　minority　of

stockholders　as　in　the　United　States．

XII． R痂ε客0郷Rθ9α冠伽gFo7θゆC砂0γ面0俗

　　　　Arevisionhasbeenmadetotheregulationsconcemingforeigncorpo－
rations　in　view　of　a　gradual　rise　in・their　number　in　Japan　and　the　nee（i

for　increasing　their　number　as　a　means　to　induce　mdre　foreign　capital　into

the　country．　First，except　where　legal　provisions　are　made，a　foreign

℃orporation　is　classed　under　other　Japanese　laws　in　the　same　category　as

similar　Japanese　concems　an（i　given　the　same　treatment　as　the　latter（Article

485－20f　the　Amendment　Act）．　Both　Japanese　and　foreign　corporations
are　treated　equally　in　both　private　and　public　laws　in　order　to　promote　the
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development　of　foreign　trade　as　well　as　to　induce　more　foreign　capital　into

the　country．

　　　　The　Amendment伊however，requires　that　foreign　corporations　maintain一

一ing　no　branch　of丑ce　while　engaging　in　bus1ness　activities，shall　designate

aa　agent　in　Japan。　The　requirement　has　been　made　in　view　of　the　di伍culty

in　treating　them　in　the　absence　of　special　regulations．　Furthermore，foreign

corporations　are　called　upon，in　such＆case，to　maintain　an　o伍ce（where

its　agent　resides　or　elsewhere）and　make　a　public　announcement　thereon

（Paragraph　l　and丘rst　part　of　Paragraph2，Article4790f　the　Amendment
Act）♂　In　tわ1s　reg量stration，the　foreign　corporation　is　required　to　state，under

what　law　it　w餐s　incorporated，so　that　the　parties　to　transactions　can　investi－

gate　easily　any　ambiguous　legal　matters　conceming　their　incorporation．

馬　Until　a　foreign　corporation　registers　with　the　competent　authorities，

itisnotau‡horizedtoengageinbusinessinJapan．Ifitsagentshoulddo
so，in　violation　of　this　regulation，the　foreign　corporation　an（i　its　agent
areheldjointlyresponsibleandcanbeHnedpursuanttopenalprovisions
（Article498－30f　the　Amendment　Act）．
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